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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.3.8.

Highlight of Version 6.3.8
New SMS Report to send SMS’s to a group of selected profiles
SAM People Profile Fields - Add Icons to Resource Summary
Multisector Edit In-Line

More
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
Improvements

1. An update to Workflow has been made to include a parameter DisplayName which makes the requestors' middle name visible on the task panel.
[#26483]

2. Improved the Room Search page within SAM | Bookings | Multiple Bookings to include the rooms clean status, where Advanced Cleaning is in
use. [#26649]

3. Workforce Report SRF210 Room Lock has been updated to allow dates to be filtered using the Year / Month / Date format within excel.
[#26319]

4. The Workflow Menu has been updated to enable users within the parameter ConfigEditLimit to access and edit the Workflow | Configuration
| Unmatched Names page. [#25830]

5. SAM | People | Change | Shift Bulk has been updated to enable updates to shift statuses for clients with multiple shift statuses, between a
given date range and where no current shift staus exists. [#26419]

6. Workforce Report SRF149 Camp Arrival Departure Date Range has been updated to include a selection of additional fields. [#26282]

7. SAM Parameter AutomaticallyPickRoom has been been updated to apply at the Room Type level instead of the Camp level.

New SMS Report to send SMS’s to a group of selected profiles
A new Workforce Report SMS104 Profile SMS is now available. The report enables a user to create and send SMS's to a
group of selected profiles using Report Criteria /rids and which can also be used for scheduling messages.
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SAM People Profile Fields - Add Icons to Resource Summary
SAM | People | Profile Fields, clients now have the feature of selecting specific Icons for existing and new profile fields
within SamResourceSummary & WorkflowResourceSummary.
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Multisector Edit In-Line
SAM | Transport Type Active | Multi Sector | edit functionality has been included so that a user can update multiple
Depart/Arrival times for scheduled transports which are included in Multi Sectors.
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Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where an error message would occur when creating a roster booking under a room that is locked on the roster date. [#26624]

2. Fixed an issue in SAM where adding a new room type as non default would result in the default room type check box remaining ticked. [#26523]

3. Fixed an issue in SAM where creating a new roster pattern with more than one swing would result as 'Invalid'. [#26525]

4. Fixed an issue where generating the report with same criteria multiple times resulted in conflicting data.

5. Fixed an issue where results in Workforce Report SRF176 Room Occupancy included multi records for the same profile booking. [#26403]

6. Fixed an issue where SAM users updating a 'Room Type' could select types of rooms from camps at different locations. [#24840]
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